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Cool, calm and collected. The question of Dutch emotions in this paper will 
paradoxically take us across the channel to Elizabethan England and the 
execution of Mary Queen of Scots, as seen through the eyes of our Dutch 
Shakespeare, the seventeenth-century playwright Joost van den Vondel. 
Before I take you to England, however, I would first like to take you across 
our opposite border, to Germany.  

[PPT] 

The journal German History recently interviewed five historians of the 
emotions, and asked them about typically German feelings. Ute Frevert 
answered: 

Ute Frevert: “There is a danger of writing emotions into society on a 
general level […] We tend to generalize particular discourses and milieus 
and forget about the manifold differences that shape societies. At this 
point it might be useful to go back to Barbara Rosenwein’s idea of 
‘emotional communities.’”  
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[Uffa Jensen agreed, but added::] 

Uffa Jensen: “From a different perspective, one should also ask whether 
emotional regimes do not transcend national borders? Take the European 
bourgeoisie of the nineteenth century and its emotional regime—can we 
really write this as a purely German story?” 

German History 28:1 (2010), pp. 75-76. 

In this paper, I will follow Uffa Jensen’s lead, and argue that Vondel in his 
play Mary Stuart or Tortured Majesty conceives of emotional communities 
not as national entities, but rather as religious and political groups that 
cross European borders. Indeed, I will argue that Vondel actively shapes an 
emotional discourse for a transnational Catholic community. With this 
representation of Catholic emotions, the play aims to move its audience to 
political action.  

 [PPT] 

Mary Queen of Scots, as the Catholic Queen of Scotland with a contested 
claim to the English crown, posed a problem to the Protestant Queen 
Elizabeth of England. When Mary sought refuge in England after a Scottish 
uprising, Elizabeth kept her under strong guard. Her members of 
parliament urged her to get eliminate her Catholic cousin because of the 
threat she posed, but Elizabeth refrained from taking action for a long 
time: Mary was, after all, her cousin and a monarch. After nineteen years in 
custody and several plots to free her, Mary was finally tried and 
condemned for treason after the discovery of the Babington plot. Elizabeth 
signed an order for Mary Stuart’s execution in 1587.   

This engraving of Mary’s execution by Richard Verstegan foregrounds the 
scaffold as a kind of stage: the reactions of the audience play an important 
role in the representation of her death. We cannot see Queen Mary’s 
emotional state, because her head is turned towards the block. Her Lady in 
Waiting, front-right, is in tears and wrings her hands. The Protestant 
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Englishmen, however, are all unmoved by what they see: they seem cool, 
calm and collected. To the left is a later (fictional) scene in which Mary’s 
head is shown to the English people - their reaction cannot be read from 
their faces, but they also seem unmoved.  

Richard Verstegan was an Englishman with Dutch roots who emigrated to 
Antwerp because of his Catholic faith. The engraving is the final and 
climactic example in his Theatrum Crudelitatum Haereticorum, a book that 
shows the cruelties of Protestant heretics, published shortly after Mary’s 
execution. The protestant Englishmen are depicted as cool, calculating men 
of politics, incapable of responding with passion to a scene of suffering (see 
Staines, 186).  

The subject of my paper today is precisely this use of emotions in the public 
sphere of political and religious debate. My focus is not on engravings but 
[PPT TITLE PAGE] on a literary representation of the death of Mary Queen 
of Scots. Verstegan’s engraving as well as Vondel’s literary text, I will argue, 
are political: they are aimed at emotionally moving the viewer, reader, or 
audience, to induce them to action. I take my cue from the English 
historian John Staines’ The Tragic Histories of Mary Queen of Scots. He 
writes:  

The imagining and re-imagining of Mary’s tragic history took the 
theoretical Renaissance humanist discussion about the place of rhetoric 
in the civil polity and put it into practice. Her tragic fall moreover 
brought to the forefront the problematic place of the passions, like pity 
and anger, in the persuasive practices of the public world. (Staines 2009, 
2) 

 

 The questions I will consider are:  

- Which communities does the play portray?  

- What is the role of emotions in these communities? 
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- What is the emotional poetics of the play as a whole? 

In the dramatis personae of the tragedy, Mary Stuart is described as the 
“Monarch of Great Britain,” so it is clear from the outset what Vondel’s 
view of her execution was. Vondel wrote his play in 1646, a few years after 
his conversion to Catholicism, and a few years after the start of the first 
English Civil War, in which Parliamentarians faced royalist supporters of 
the King. In the tragedy of Mary Stuart, Vondel saw a forebóding of the 
troubles of her grandson Charles I in the Civil War, but he also saw her 
death as relevant for the Dutch situation. Vondel saw a pattern of Puritan 
threats to the divinely appointed monarch, and he saw this Puritan threat 
also in his own country. Helmer Helmers has recently argued that Royalist 
as well as Puritan discourse spanned the channel, and he views Vondel’s 
Maria Stuart as part of this international discourse. He writes that  

The play’s two frames of reference, foreign and local, operate 
simultaneously and create a third space, in which Anglo-Dutch 
historical common grounds are foregrounded. The threat to the 
English monarch may therefore also be read as a threat to the Dutch 
Stadtholder Frederick Henry, the father of his son in law. (Helmer, 
102) 

The play’s analogous repetitive interpretation of history draws many 
parallels between English and Dutch politics. I have tried to render some of 
these schematically: the top row are those who are compared to Mary, the 
bottom row those who opposed them. Dutch and English examples are 
juxtaposed in the play. 

Vondel, as Helmer Helmers shows, intervened in an international debate, 
an Anglo-Scoto-Dutch public sphere, with his play on Mary Stuart, in which 
he represented the Puritans of both England and the Netherlands as a 
threat to national stability. The play was certainly received as political: 
many written reactions to the play survive. Vondel was fined for writing it 
by the authorities, and it was never performed during his lifetime because 
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it was too controversial. It was however, very popular in print, with 5 
reprints in the year of its first publication alone. In this paper, I will 
consider the role of the emotions in Vondel’s representation of these 
communities Puritans and Catholics. 

 

2. Representation of emotions 

John Staines has shown how different authors from different political and 
religious backgrounds shaped their own interpretations of Mary Queen of 
Scots. Her opponents tended portray her as a passionate woman; a tyrant 
who is unable to control her emotions. Her supporters, however, portray 
Mary as a constant martyr. 

In Vondel’s play, Mary is indeed represented as a martyr of Catholicism — 
the Dutch title could also be translated as “martyred majesty” and the play 
repeatedly compares her to Christ. Mary is not a constant martyr in the 
sense that she is resigned to her situation from the beginning of the play, 
however. Her doctor reports that she suffered from “hartewee” [grief] and 
was full of cold moisture, which led her to develop dropsy. In the second act 
of the play, the Chorus warns Mary that she had better contain her woes, 
or she might weep herself to illness again: 

[I have rendered Vondel’s Dutch text and the English translation on the 
slides – I apologize for the transgression of all powerpoint etiquette by 
filling the slide with text like this. I will read the Dutch, you can read along 
in English if you prefer.] 

 
Rey: 
Mevrouw, ick bidde u, breeck dit treurigh steenen af:  
Ghy steent u weder kranck, en voor den tijd in’t graf.  
Ghy storte korts van rouw en hartewee te bedde,  
En elck met u begaen, eer d’artseny u redde,  
Net zonder hulp en gunst van ’s hemels medicijn, 
Was kranck, erwijl ghy laeght in dien bedroefden schijn,  
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Op d’oevers van de doot. (309 ff)  

 

The cold and wet humours of grief caused a serious illness – Mary’s grief 
almost killed her. It is only in the third Act of the play, when she has just 
decided that “The will of God be done, His will is also mine,” as the earls 
enter with her death sentence, that Mary freely accepts the subsequent 
verdict as God’s will.  

As in other plays by Vondel, it seems as if acceptance and resignation can 
only occur after first experiencing the emotions in all their intensity. As the 
chorus of the Ladies in Waiting says after Mary’s death: Het schreien, het 
gezucht / Verlicht het knijpen van de smerte. / Het schreien zet den druck 
van 't harte (1773-75).  

After this acceptance of her fate, Mary does not become a Stoic monarch 
without passions. She worries about her Ladies in Waiting and often 
consoles them in their grief, with motherly words like “now, hush, my 
children, hush.” (Nu sus, mijn kinders, sus) (1316). She also comforts her 
Steward Melville when he cannot contain his tears as he takes her to her 
execution. Shortly after, she breaks down herself in care for her subjects: 
“Mijn moedt loopt over: kan ick, zonder traen te laten, / Verkroppen al 't 
verdriet” (1365-67).  

Queen Elizabeth, on the other hand, is portrayed by Mary as a vindictive 
woman with a crystal heart: she lacks compassion and fellow-feeling. This 
representation of Elizabeth I is strengthened by the fact that she makes no 
appearance in the play, and so remains a distant historical force.  

Mary’s openness to the experience of grief, then, is shown to result in her 
later acceptance of her fate as a martyr. She is able to feel compassion for 
her Ladies in Waiting and even for the man who leads her to her death. 
Grief and compassion are represented as noble emotions and contrasted to 
the vindictiveness and cold-heartedness of Queen Elizabeth. 
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It is not only the two queens who are contrasted in this way, however, but 
their entourage as well. The play presents two emotional communities: that 
of Mary’s followers, and that of Elizabeth’s agents. The contrast between 
these two communities is framed in the context of their religious 
denominations in a scene that follows upon Mary’s execution. Her Ladies 
in Waiting have come with Mary’s Confessor, a Jesuit Priest, to mourn over 
her “warm corpse,” as they put it, and the English Earls happen upon this 
scene. [Couldn’t fit the translation on the slide - will paraphrase in English] 
 
GRAVEN 
Hoe nu, wie breeckt ons 't hooft met huilen en gezucht? 
Dit jancken is onnut, dit ydele gerucht: 
Men staecke al dit gesteen: Mevrouw verlost van pijne 
Is doof voor uw gekerm. Men schuive de gordijne, 
En drijfze van het lijck. De ziel vooruitgetreên, 
Bevint geen baet of troost by Babels lijckgebeên. 
 
BIECHTVADER 
Ghy Heeren, matight toch en toomt wat uwen toren: 
Wy zijn in dat geloof gewonnen en geboren, 
En droncken 't met de melk van moeders borsten in. 
De Joffers, doot van rouw, om haere Koningin, 
Ontlasten het gemoedt, en zijnze 't zielrecht schuldigh. 
 
GRAVEN 
Zy heeft haer schult betaelt: wat raest ghy ongeduldigh 
En steurt de rust van 't huis! dit kermen komt te spa. (1820-32) 

 
In this passage, the English Puritan Earls view the Ladies’ tears as useless, 
since Mary is dead and deaf to their cries. Her soul finds profit nor repose 
in Babel’s prayer’s – the prayers of heretics- over her corpse - it is of no use 
to the deceased to mourn her. Mary’s confessor, as a Catholic, takes a 
different view and defends the Catholic Ladies in waiting: they — or rather, 
he says “we” - were raised and nursed on the Catholic faith, and they are 
crying for two reasons: to discharge their hearts, and because they owe as 
much to their Queen’s “zielrecht” - the deceased’s right to the prayers of 
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those who remain. The Puritan Earls have no sympathy for this concept: 
Mary has paid her debt: they don’t see why the women should rave and 
trouble the peace of the house in this way. The practice of mourning and 
praying for the soul of the dead is here marked as a characteristic of the 
Catholic community that the Puritan Earls cannot understand, indeed seek 
to prevent.  
 
[PPT] 
 
In Hamlet in Purgatory, Stephen Greenblatt has argued that the 
abolishment of Purgatory by Anglican church in 1563 deprived the English 
of a way to shape their duty of remembrance to the dead. If purgatory does 
not exist, there is no need to intervene on behalf of the dead, no need to 
shorten their time in the cleansing fires of Purgatory. Greenblatt shows 
how the theatre appropriated these rituals when he argues that the genre 
of revenge tragedy that became hugely popular in the decades after the 
abolition of Purgatory, offers new ways of shaping the duties of the living 
to their deceased relatives and friends. The ghost in revenge tragedy, he 
writes, inhabits the imaginative space left open by the English 
Reformation's banishment of Purgatory.  
 
Vondel’s tragedy plays upon this form of contact between the living and 
the dead when Mary’s confessor imagines how her ghost will haunt Queen 
Elizabeth’s court after her death:  
 
Zy [Elizabeth] koelde haren moedt: maer 's overledens assen 
En geest zal haer op 't bed des midnachts noch verrassen; 
Des middaghs aen den disch vervolgen, dootsch en bleeck; 
Verandren haer bancket en wijn in gal en eeck [azijn]; 
 Den slaep en zachte rust in gruwelijcke spoocken. 
Het knagend hart wil haer ten brein, ten kop uitroocken, 
Bezwalcken al het hair met bang en bloedigh zweet. 
Zy zal by naere nacht verbaest, met kreet op kreet 
Verschricken hofgezin en hof en kamenieren, 
En, als een Razerny, door zael en kamer zwieren; (1660-69) 
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Mary’s ghost, who is here imagined according to the generic conventions of 
Senecan revenge tragedy, never materializes. Mary herself is never 
vindictive, and the play as a whole is hardly a revenge tragedy.  

What, then, is the relation between the emotional communities and the 
poetics of the play? The tragedy, as Vondel writes in his dedication, is 
Aristotelian. The on-stage audience at Mary’s execution is described as 
experiencing both wonder and pity (“Verwondert en bedroeft,” 1481) in 
accordance with Aristotle’s poetics. Unlike Verstegan’s engraving, Vondel’s 
play stresses that even Mary’s enemies were unable to keep back their tears 
at the moment of her execution. Her physician reports on the audience’s 
reaction to her final moments on the scaffold:   

 

BURGON: 
Men zagh hier op terstont zeshondert oogen schreien, 
En onder al dien hoop, die Stuart vloeckt, en haet, 
Is naulijcks een zoo boos, die niet zijn tranen laet. 
Nu knielenze, en men stort gebeên van wederzijden. (ll. 1597-1600) 

Even the Protestant English wept over Mary’s death: unlike Verstegan’s 
rather static engraving, the audience in Vondel’s play models a reaction of 
grief and mourning to its readers.  

 I would like to suggest that Vondel associates the cathartic disburdening of 
the emotions of Aristotelian poetics with the Catholic faith, and that the 
poetics of the play as a whole serve a similar function to the mourning of 
Mary’s ladies in waiting: to disburden the heart and to establish a bond 
between the living and the dead, between history and the present.  

Vondel’s play resurrects Mary Queen of Scots on his stage - or page, as the 
case turned out. This is precisely what the Puritans Earls in the play fear 
might happen: they order the Lord of the castle to destroy all material 
reminders of the execution to prevent such a cult of remembrance: 
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Heer Amias, bezorgh dat al het overschot 
Van toestel, bijl en block, en kussen en schavot, 
Behangsels, beckens, bloet, en wat de scherreprechter 
Van kleedren of cieraet genoten hebbe, of echter 
Verwacht, gezuivert werde, en gansch tot asch verbrant, 
Op dat afgodery en haet en misverstant 
Geen stof tot kerckschandael of weerwraeck hier uit vissche; 
En dit begraven blijf met haer gedachtenisse. (1812-19) 

The earls explicitly connect the elimination of all material evidence of her 
execution to the prevention of her remembrance. Aristotle in his Rhetoric 
supports their fears when he writes that the garments and the words of 
those who are suffering or on the point of death are particularly piteous 
(Rhetoric, II. Viii.1386b 1-9). In this context, it is interesting that the 
poems by Goudina van Weert and van den Berg which attack the play from 
a Protestant perspective, both urge Vondel to let royal bones rest in the 
grave, and not to disturb the ghost of Queen Elizabeth I (Bloemenkrans, 
N4v and N6v).  

Vondel does wake the dead, however. The audience, or as the case turned 
out, readers of Vondel’s play are incited to pity and identify with Mary’s 
suffering. I do not think that Vondel’s tragedy was intended to incite its 
Dutch audiences to revenge, as John Staines argues for some of the earlier 
tragedies. In his defense of Vondel’s play, his fellow playwright Jan Vos 
certainly stresses that grief is a different emotion from vindictiveness. He 
compares the anger of the poets who attacked Vondel, to the Puritan anger 
that caused Mary Stuart as well as Charles I’s deaths. Vos reminds Vondel’s 
attackers of the recent death of Stadholder Frederick and his efforts to 
achieve the Peace of Münster, and urges them rather to dip their pens in 
tears: “Verwisselt uw vergalde veêr / En dompeltz’ in de zoute beeken” - 
“Exchange your feather of gall / And plunge it into salty streams.” 

The emotional effect of Vondel’s Maria Stuart is rather aimed to strengthen 
the audience’s remembrance of the fate of Mary Queen of Scots at the hands 
of the English Puritans, to remind them of the dangers radical 
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Protestantism poses to vested authority and peace. In Vondel’s repetitive 
reading of history, as we saw, the fate of Mary Stuart represents many 
other victims of Puritanism, both in the past and the future, both in 
England and in the Netherlands.  

To summarize, I would argue that Vondel’s Maria Stuart shapes emotional 
communities on the basis of religious politics rather than national identity. 
The play connects the emotions of grief and compassion of Aristotelian 
poetics to the Catholic faith and to the remembrance of the past in current 
policies. 


